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Google Chrome is a free web browser developed by Google, used to access web pages on the Internet. As of May 2020, it is the most popular web browser of choice worldwide, with more than 60% of the web browser's market share. Google Chrome is also a cross-platform browser, so there are versions that work on different computers, mobile devices and
operating systems. According to Statista, Google Chrome for Android is the most widely used version, with more than 32% of the global market share of the web browser as of February 2020. Using Google Chrome is as easy as using your default web browser on your current computer (such as Internet Explorer, Edge, or Safari). Whenever you want to visit
a website, all you need to do is type your web address URL in the address bar at the top and press Enter/Go/Search. Like other web browsers, Google Chrome includes basic browser features such as a back button, a forward button, an update button, a history, bookmarks, a toolbar, and a setting. Also like other browsers, Chrome includes an incognito
mode, which lets you browse privately without tracking your history, cookies, or site data. It also includes an extensive library of plugins and extensions. However, Chrome's range of additional features goes far beyond the basics. Here are some of the best features of Google Chrome – it's fast, safe and easy to use. Perhaps the biggest draw in Google
Chrome is its raw performance. Web pages can be opened and loaded very quickly, even when you browse many pages with heavy graphics, ads, or video content. The interface is clean and easy to use, even for beginners, and updates are off frequently and automatically to keep you safe. You can use the address bar to search on Google. Do you need to
look for something? Simply open a new window or tab and start typing what you need to search for in the address bar. Then press Enter/Go/Search and you'll see the corresponding Google search results page. You can sync Chrome settings across devices. When you use Chrome with your Google Account, you can sync all your bookmarks, history,
passwords, autofills, and more. This means that your settings will stay consistent and up-to-date whenever you use Chrome through your Google Account on any other computer or device. Google Chrome extensions are available for many of your favorite web services, from Dropbox and Evernote to Pocket and Pinterest. They can be searched and
downloaded from the Chrome Web Store. When you find an extension you want to use, just select Add to Chrome then add an extension. A small pop-up box may appear in Chrome confirming your installation along with a short note on how to access it. A new tab may open with more detailed instructions that show you how to use all the features of your
extension. To turn existing extensions on, turn off, or remove extensions, select the three vertical dots in the top right-hand corner of your Chrome browser. Then select More Tools &gt; Extensions. Select the button switch on any to turn it on (blue) or off (gray). Select Delete to delete it. Google Chrome is totally free to download and use, but you'll need to
use an existing web browser to download it. All you need to do is browse through google.com/chrome select the Download Chrome button. Google will automatically detect the platform you'll find so that it can provide the corresponding version of Chrome that you need to download. If you're on a mobile device, a pop-up message will appear that will take you
to the iTunes App Store or the Google Play Store, where you can download the Chrome app for iOS or Android. Google Chrome can be downloaded and used on the following platforms: macOS 10.10 or laterWindows 10/8.1/8/7 64-bitWindows 10/8.1/8/7 32-bitLinuxAndroidiOS Google also offers frozen versions of Chrome for Windows XP, Windows Vista,
macOS 10.6-10.9. This means that updates are not compatible with these versions. When you buy an Android smartphone, computer, or Chromebook, you'll probably want to check out Google's Chrome web browser. One of the first things you can do is set up a homepage in Chrome. Many, perhaps, most people, like to have Google's homepage as their
homepage for their browser. Offer a direct way to search for what you want. It has some nice extra features too, such as weather forecasts and more. But how do I make Google my homepage in Chrome? Good question, and that's exactly what we're going to reveal in this short article. As you can imagine, it's actually quite easy to have Google as the first
webpage you see every time you open a new Chrome tab.Make Google your homepage on Android: How to set it up After you open Chrome, tap the Browser Menu icon in the top right corner of the app. Then you want to scroll down and tap settings. After that, select the Homepage option in Settings.After checking that the homepage is turned on, tap Open
this pageFinally, just type the www.google.com URL in this section, and you're all set. Google's homepage must now be set as a Chrome homepage on your Android phone. Don't miss: Chrome for Android tips and tricks you should know about Google now on my homepage on your computer: how to set it up If you downloaded your Chrome browser to your
computer, or if you bought a Chromebook, how to set Chrome as your homepage is the same. Start Chrome, then move your cursor to the Menu icon at the top right of the app. Scroll down and click Settings. You will then be taken to an internal web page, chrome://settings/. Scroll down to the At startup selection, and click Open a or set of specific pages.
Then you should see a new selection: Add a new page. Click this option. Then you should see the Add New Page selection, with a site URL option to type. Just type the url of that section, and then then button. You should be all ready. The next time you start Chrome, Google should appear as your homepage. This is how you make Google your homepage
with Chrome. Note that these procedures aren't just limited to the Google site. If you want to use another webpage as a Chrome homepage, type the appropriate URL, as described in the final section of both tutorials and set it up as a Chrome homepage. With the advent of Chrome Beta for Android, the convergence of Google's desktop and mobile browsers
has begun. Chrome Beta for Android includes desktop features such as tabbed browsing, Incognito mode, and bookmark synchronization. You can also list any tab that currently opens on the desktop version of the Chrome user and open it on your phone. Now, for bad news: Chrome for Android is only available on devices running Android 4.0, known as Ice
Cream Sandwich. Right now, that includes Samsung's Galaxy Nexus and Nexus S, Motorola's Xoom and Asus's Transformer Prime. Users can get the free browser from the Android market. Here's everything else you need to know about Chrome for Android: How does tabbed browsing work? On Android phones, individual tabs don't appear on screen
together, as they do in some third-party browsers, such as Dolphin. Instead, quickly move between tabs by swiping in from your phone's left or right bezel, or show all tabs by tapping a button next to the search bar and URL. On tablets, tabs are arranged side by side, similar to the existing stock in your Android browser. How does desktop synchronization
work? Chrome for Android places desktop bookmarks in its own folder on the new mobile browser tab page, so they don't mix with other bookmarks. Another section of the new tab page shows any open tabs for any computer that is signed in to the user's Google Account. The mobile browser also syncs suggestions from your desktop, based on your search
and browsing history. What other features are there? As TechCrunch reports, Chrome for Android uses hardware acceleration to make navigation feel smoother and more agile, and can pre-load pages based on the links you think it will click on, just like the Chrome desktop (but only over Wi-Fi, to avoid excessive mobile data usage). It also includes some
advanced HTML5 features, such as Web Workers, that allow web applications to be updated in real time. Unfortunately, your browser still doesn't have a way to always order the desktop version of Websites instead of mobile-optimized sites. The browser also has Other feature not found in the desktop version of Chrome: When you tap an area full of links, an
expanded view appears to make sure you click the correct one. What about plugins and extensions? The current version of Chrome for Android doesn't support add-ons, but All Things Digital reports that the browser architecture supports them. There are no plans to support Flash in the mobile browser, however. With regard to extensions, MG Siegler reports
that Google is how to make them work better on mobile devices. Why only Android 4.0? According to MG Siegler, Chrome for Android uses APIs not found in earlier versions of Android, so there's not much hope for Gingerbread or Froyo users. As TechCrunch points out, Firefox for Android offers similar synchronization features between desktop and mobile
devices, if that's any consolation. What will happen to the stock Android browser? Eventually, it will leave, but Google hasn't announced time. However, with Android's ability to set alternative browsers as default, Android Ice Cream Sandwich users can make a complete change to Chrome today. Follow Jared on Twitter, Facebook or Google+ for even more
technological news and comments. Note: When you buy something after clicking the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate links policy for more details. Details.
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